SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE

NEXT GENERATION SECURITY
MANAGEMENT AND COMPLIANCE

The need to protect against information security threats has never
been greater. Security challenges are growing—including increasingly
sophisticated attacks, the erosion of the corporate perimeter, and
extensive regulatory requirements. These are now compounded
by hybrid enterprise cloud architectures, device proliferation, and
dynamically changing networks.
At Montra, we offer a full suite of managed security solutions that
protect you from everything from loss of data to the latest malware
attack. Our experts can provide everything from the initial design,
deployment, and configuration, to ongoing management, monitoring,
and reporting for continuous, up-to-the-minute protection.
Our experts build and manage an integrated, consistent, and layered
security approach centered around a holistic, connected security
model that considers both the threats outside the enterprise and
the dangers of data loss from within to provide you with the most
reliable protection of your digital property.

SECURITY SERVICES
•

Enterprise-Level Security
Without the Complexity

•

Growing Security Concerns

•

Holistic Approach

•

Expert Security Support

•

Cybersecurity

•

Data Integrity

•

Incident Response
Management

•

Regulatory Reporting

•

Risk & Vulnerability
Assessments

•

Security Policy Enforcement

•

System Integrity

•

Consumer Privacy

SIEM-as-a-Service

Dark Web
Security

Regulatory Compliance
Support

Managed Firewall/
IDS/ IPS

End-Device
Security

Identity & Access
Management

Patch
Management

Data Loss
Prevention

Business Continuity
Planning

Disaster
Recovery

Document and Monitor
Compliance

Be Audit-Ready for
Compliance

Get Notified
of Changes in
Compliance Status

Scan for Security
Threats

Automate
Assessments of Hybrid
IT Operations

SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE

GAIN FULL VISIBILITY INTO YOUR SECURITY STATUS

Montra’s Compliance-as-a-Service offering leverages VIA, our visualization tool that highly automates data and security
to provide a single view of your entire IT processes. Through 24x7 monitoring and real-time alerting, you can zero in on
anomalous events in your environment that could result in a data breach or compliance violation. Montra VIA leverages
rich API integrations that enables your organization to view and control any piece, block, or trend of information. These
integrations help ease the organizational burden of your certification requirements.

NEXT GENERATION COMPLIANCE MANAGEMENT

Montra’s approach to compliance management helps businesses properly address the cybersecurity and compliance
requirements of all related IT regulations. Our security experts partner with you to identify your risks and vulnerabilities,
develop a remediation plan, and improve your security posture over time. Our areas of coverage include:

Businesses are faced with
increasingly stringent privacy

You must document validation of
compliance to pass critical audits

App Development

Compliance
Program
Readiness

Data Security/Privacy

Configuration

I&AM

Compliance requires adherence to
mounting regulatory standards

Training

API/Transaction
Controls

Segregation of Duties

Change Management

Physical Security

Continuous
Compliance
Monitoring
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